'IRAQ
of their position for their personal profit.l Lesser officials have
too often followed the example of their superiors. Attempts
have been made to impose checks, as by the auditing of govern-
ment accounts by a British Comptroller and Auditor General
responsible only to the Chamber of Deputies. This official has
performed his task ably and efficiently,2 but the results of his
work have not been as extensive as might have been expected,
due to the reluctance of Parliament to take action, particularly
against highly placed or influential officials.
Justice
Two distinct tasks have fallen to the Minister of Justice in
Iraq: the organization and the administrative supervision of
the courts and the drafting and codifying of legislation not
only for the assurance of public justice but also for the
regulation and development of other administrative services.
In the period 1925 to 1932, the number of Civil Courts was
extended until they were in operation in varying degrees at forty-
eight centres. Criminal Justice continued to be administered by
the Civil Judges of these courts and also, in certain cases, by
Administrative Inspectors and other senior officials. Shara6 or
Muslim Religious Law Courts continued to be established, not
only in all centres where Civil Courts were provided but also
in other places. Spiritual Courts to enable the Jewish and
Christian communities to deal with their own religious law
were set up in 1931^ in accordance with Articles 78-80 and 112
of the Constitution.
In the creation and administration of the Shard Courts,
including those established for the Shfa sect, a tendency has
been noticed to assimilate them with the Civil Courts in order
1	An outstanding instance has been the passage of legislation, remitting
revenue on lands irrigated by pumps, by a Minister of Finance, who, as one of
the largest owners of such lands, saved himself £3000 in taxes annually.
2	Audit Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General on Accounts of the
Government of * Iraq: 1922. *. (Baghdad, 1924...)»
e Compilation* 1931, Armenian Orthodox Community Law, No, 70 of 1931:
Jewish Community Law, No. 77 of 1931.
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